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Derr Edetor, 

Oliver Stone and Jim Garrison are alike in their inability to tell the truth even 

by accident. 

They a:'e alike in imposing upon the trust of others as Stone imposed upon your trust 

in his lengthy diatribe you would have headed more accurately it: you had omitted the last 
ee 

word in "Oliver Stone Talks Back." lie does not once, in all those words, oven indicate 

what "created" that "storm of controversy" and not a word "answers his critics," as he 

never ones did in the past. It is all just tlgc in attempted justification of the crudest 

of exploitations and commercializetions of that groat national tragedy, the JFK assasei-

tion4. 

he begins his article with a broad assault on the major media for being "aleeral,ly 

wrong. JometimeNjust a little, sometimes a lot, but wrong." 

If he had said "entirely" he would have described his movie mistitled "JFK" as part 

of his exploitation perfeetly. 

I an uniquely in a position to know. 

I an the unnamed man he refers to as "a bitter researcher in the J.F.K. conspiracy 

community, who, I hear, continues, illegally, to foal copies of the script for 430 each." 

Save that I might be referred to as a "researcher," not a single word of this is true. 
rTh 

heTEWeimodifieeihis earlier characterization of me as a thif in saying that what I 

openly gave George Lardner of the Washirton Post, a copy of his script, he "considercs) to 

be a stolen first draft." 

I am enfeebled at 78, could not have stolen it, and I know that my source did not. 
;eke; ' 	 ti,mq 

While have not sought to trace thecopy 4 the script I was given because of tieeA 

r the past 28 years, I an certain that its source was one of the large nunbor 

of scripts Stone himsklf, as he very well knows, distributed to be able to latch onto the 

reported 440 millions of Warner's money. 

I an a former reporter, investigative reported, Senate investigator and editor and 

professional (OS) intelligence aneIrst. I ae 	author of nix published bpole don the 
c.. fee teeekte irdc 	 0.4.-s4-1a4lcid-s-pisecuur 

JFK assassination encieof the first 01' themeene-theenn17-one-Wernot impose upon the 
/heel i+7 dei 

trust of the still-grieving people with phony4  "solutionY of that terrible crime. 

Stone lieu and he knows he lies in placing me with those nuts he hired from among 

the many in the "conspirecy community." / A At-C .1114"k 4.-4-Pk 14/ II; 

In the course of my work I sued the FBI, CIk and other agencies under the Freedom 

of Information ect, obtaining about a quarter eta million pagers of once-withheld records 
La  

to weekh, as -Stone knew, I give unsupervised access to all writers. In practise this peens 
those with whom I disagree because they do invent irresponsible and untenable ceenspiracy 
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theories. I believe that this law makes me surrogate for the people, not the owner of 
V 

these records, I 10 with this belief, practise it without any exception, and -tone him4 

self declined access to them. 

Be found he could promote himself and his movie bettor with his reiterated lie, that 

all these records are officially suppressed until at least the year 2039. 

I tcgaeio expose the "fraud and travesty" on which 1-etone was engaged when he did 

not respond to my lengthy and detailed letter of February 13, 1991, in which t informecLim  

with couplets accuracy that he could not, and I use his words, record their history for 

the people, tolling them who killed their President, why and how, based on Jim Garrisonhs 

shameless rewriting of his own history, his monumental fiasco, in his "On the Trail of the 
Ce, 	 - 

kssassins." I was there, I was very much involved, and that is the one trail Garrison 

never took. frHis was a career of endless inventions of conspiracies he imandned, none 

ever proven, and as you can see froMtAtter, I was able to prevent some of his more 

ghastly indecencies. 

You will see that I attac4ed some documentation, offered 	and to respond to 
,1,17-},.e 

any questions he might have. anafhis wan some tine before he-started shooting. hi had 

no questions, he did not issue any denials of the accuracy of what, g I told him PIZ Gar-

rison or anyone else. Obviously he could not and equally obviously he proceeded with what 

he knew was a fraud and a travesty, his rewriting of surlier rewritings of our history. 

114s reference to me as "bitter" is a moderated version of a lie by one of those in 

his pay, one who also retailed the lie that I sold copies of the scrip-t;i41.--Whiejl---I am 

allegedltrbitter" becaw.e stone did hot cut me in. As the correspondence, all of which I 

enclose leaves without 	at all, the exact op)onite is true. I refer to the thinly- 

disguised offer to bribe me by his "research coordinator" in nonresponse to my point-by-

point disproof of whetstone wrote and got the Washington Post to publish under threat 

of a lawsuit thedefe _ of which could be enormous. 

Ik wEtaftel 'Jtone did not respond to my informing him that he would be foisting 
,441 

off on the people what amounted to a Warren keport from the other side a'f•-ter o 
_______ 	 hem 	 ive 

menthe that I phoned Laddner. wile I have knonni,for about 25 yearseaad—whe I knowfto be an 

accurate reporter and an authentic subject expert, one of the few in the major media, if 
?t not in fact today the only one Be had access to all my recordsAgt== I am 

fonfident was at least modified in the script, Garrison'd great lie that he fired Bill 

Bexley because Boxley had infiltrated his "probe" to wreck it for the GIh. 

Garrison fired Bexley because he could not fire himself! 

Joxley's sin of excess loyality wan in going out and making up "proof" of tkR Garri- 
/...,,, 

son's own sick invention, that Robert/Perrin, who Garrison knew had killed himself in e 
Neworlenns, Garrison's own turf, in 1962, wan a Grassy knoll assassin in 196! i e 

And this was only part of what Garrison planned LIS his commemoration of the fifth 



anniversary of that great tragedy that turned the world around! 

In :.;tone's account, in his movie based on Garriso/O lies and that compendium of 

all the unproven and usually rabid conspin4y theories Vim Harrel  "Croenfire") Garrison 

"wins his soul in the endl"! 

Garrison charg9 an innocent man, Clay blew, with the most terrible of crimes in a 

society like ours, presidential assassination, and in an interview `'tone referred to this 

as of no consequenc at all. In his article that you publish he pisses on the innocent 

andiefamed viTt:iM-Latith his own assortment of lieu and distortions. t 
c,....ve 

This is but one appect of theGoebbels-like campaign Stone launWed rather than 
, 

becoming an honst man 21.44ei doing a new scriTit not based on all those fat:eta:des and lies 
1 	 i7h ii Lc 	i ,...1-mv,--,- ..w,---t-h-e...  

he loved so for their potential, g camiiniex ' 	' • 	• 	:., ' 	• '-' ,. himso 	be the 
Cro.4611„eq./.„4- 	 0.4.4-1-1)  

vlirtgre-mlnon-existing major-media canpaign to valliFy him and destroy his moviee. 
1.4'16 /'  

The gruesome truth about atone ana what he was abeat; once exposed, was certain to 

be a story that carried ki itself, 1 believed, and iiTimeidid. 

An Slone also knew, few if any movie reviewers coeld be in a position to assess his 

honesty or factuality in his movie that he never really stopped referring to as recording 

the actualities of our history. lie knew also what his name means to reviewers, all those 

honors he now, alone and unaesimbed, sullies and endangers, at least in history, and he 

knew whgt Warner's influence, money and connections would moan once its $40 million was 

endangered. 
..4A-_41-.71-  

Part of his disinformation campaign ig Stone's (interpretation of the first amend- 

ment: it applies to him only. lie has a right to lie and rewrite our history and I have 

no right to expose him. 

If he had not launched this travesty from which he expected rewards with the gross 

lie, that it was non-fiction, that he was really recording the truth of our tragic his-

tory, reall* would tell the people who killed their President, why, and how, I would have 

had not a word to saycaudi  Xike all the many others wbth whose writing I disagree, if he 

had had what he has never once manifested, any interest in the official investigations, 
Je 

 

like so many others, sveral dozen at the time of they 2t 25th anniversary, he would have 

had unsupervised access to and copies of those records he never stopped lying about to 

promote himself and hisMVI-Movie. 

When my deteriorated hel6th precluded my writing more of the kind of books I've 

written I decided that, to the degree possible for me, I would undertake to add to the 

historical record the abdications and failures of those so-culled critics. You are welcome 

to examine the separate file I have on those who, like "tone and Garrison and their hangers-

on/  trivinlized this tragedy in that "commemoration." 

Among other things, you will find no suggestion of "bitterness." 

We are none of us Herlins who can remember the future. I do not pretend to be. But I 
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do believe that regardless of how this disgusting commercialization and exploitation does 

at the box office, Stone's not inconcis4rable ego and his smug confidence that there is 

nothing he cannot get away with, will be his self-defamation, nil those Oscada and other 

honors notwithstanding. 

If he had regarded himself as a mere mortal, not as Omniscient, he would have made at 

least a rudimentary cheek of Garrison s indecent and dishonest self-justification -as 

Garrison's editor on the book, Stone's coauthor of the script and the publisher did. not -

and if he had any honeslY at all he would not have given this pcirject a second thought. 

But greed and ambition overwhaiOmed him and I believe that history will record him as 

one who prostituted himself and his art because of his greed and ambition. 

There is a long history of books and other expressions of fantasies represented as 

factual accounts of this terrible "crime of the century." all have deceived and misled 

the sorrowing people and have justified the official miscreants who in that time of great 
Azim- 

stre's and since failed in this 	to the nation. 

as I believe the end will show - and certainly should show - in his concluding para-

phrase of Santoyana Stone wrote his own epitaph: 

"What is past is prologue. To forget that past is to be condemned to telive it." 

From the time he got my letter of 1'ebruary 8, "tone had no innocence. 

Live and relive, "liver stone! 

Harold Weisberg 

• 


